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DUO is designed for 
anyone interested in 
preparing his/her stay in 
Germany. DUO not only offers 
German language courses:  it 
also provides students and 
researchers with the 
opportunity of gaining a 
great range of skills  –  from 
language, cultural and 
everyday skills to basic 
knowledge in specific subjects.  

All the DUO course modules
are detailed at:
www.deutsch-uni.com/erasmus
(for more details see back)

Informationen auf Deutsch:
www.deutsch-uni.com/erasmus

Online German Courses for ERASMUS Students
Sign up now for our special price and learn German!

Information and registration:
www.deutsch-uni.com/erasmus

By the way: 
Your DUO course is based on a 
special ECTS curriculum. For further 
information please contact:
erasmus@deutsch-uni.com

These are your advantages:
Your German course begins in your own four walls. You 
will be learning comfortably and flexibly via the internet.
You will be gaining specialist and everyday knowledge
necessary for your stay in Germany.
Your personal tutor will give you intensive and 
effective guidance.
You will receive valuable ECTS credits.
You will be in contact with other ERASMUS students.

Here is how it works:
Go to: www.deutsch-uni.com/erasmus
Choose one of the courses and select a learning method
(see discription over).
Click «register» and fill in your name.
Access data and further details about your course
will be sent to you.

Are you taking part in the ERASMUS programme and will you soon be studying 
at a German university? Congratulations! Thanks to financial support from the 
DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service), you will be eligible to take part in 
an online German course organised by DUO. Enjoy the advantages of learning 
German from your very own home for up to 3 months, allowing you the very best
preparation for your stay in Germany – and that at considerably reduced prices.



* TU = Teaching Unit, 45 minutes
** The levels ot course modules are conform to the Common 
European Framework of Languages (CEF). Details: 
http://www.deutsch-uni.com/duo_webshop/portal/Interessierte/gerr.htm

Basic level courses:
basis-deutsch A2

Intermediate level courses:
uni-deutsch sprachkurs

uni-deutsch studienorganisation

uni-deutsch studienpraxis 

uni-deutsch TestDaFtraining

Advanced level courses:
fach-deutsch wirtschaft

fach-deutsch jura

fach-deutsch medizin

fach-deutsch natur

fach-deutsch bio

fach-deutsch psycholinguistik

fach-deutsch technik

Learning Methods
Self-learning

Tutored learning with ECTS

 

Information and registration
www.deutsch-uni.com/erasmus

Details:
basis-deutsch A2 is a basic level German course. basis-deutsch A2 completes 
first language skills in German und provides vocabulary and grammar knowledge. 
basis-deutsch A2 trains reading, listening, writing, and speaking.

You learn German online in preparation for studying at a German university. You 
train your skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking in eight up to date units 
which as well provide you with grammar explanations and helpful learning techniques.

Helps you to organise your study programme; to communicate with various institutions, 
to tackle cultural barriers and to get to know the campus. Eight study blocks provide 
you with realistic strategy situations for mastering your studies and everyday problems.

Designed for students and researchers hoping to study more effectively and 
ameliorate their learning performance. Offers helpful tips and techniques to 
facilitate study and research significantly.

Official preparatory course for the TestDaF exam. It will give you the best possible 
preparation for taking the TestDaF successfully. Option: An experienced online tutor
will offer you help and guidance for every step along the way.

Focuses on the many aspects of business administration. Learn all about using 
German in the business world and other important business knowledge.

Introduces you to the world of German law and legal sciences. Get to know the specific 
terminology and abbreviations, the German Civil Code and other legal disciplines.

Provides the language of medicine and health care. This course prepares you for studying 
medicine and further career options, for example becoming a medical doctor in a clinic.

Allows you to delve into the language of natural sciences in Germany. Prepares online 
for biology, chemistry, or physics studies.

Forestry, agricultural studies, and nutritional sciences. Provides you with the technical 
language and also important professional knowledge for these sciences.

The language and vocabulary used in psycholinguistics. In addition, you acquire 
knowledge and skills in language acquisition research, language processing, cognition, 
speech pathology, speech sciences, phonetics, linguistics, and psychology.

Equips you with the specific knowledge and language skills for engineering science. It 
also prepares you for studying at a university or taking part in a scientific project in Germany.

Content*:
100 TU

200 TU

200 TU

90 TU

70 TU

100 TU

100 TU

100 TU

100 TU

100 TU

100 TU

100 TU

Level**:
A2

B1

B1

B2

B2

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

Learning flexibly without assistance
Access to helpful services and features
Chat rooms and forums
Courses begin anytime, 3 months of unlimited access

Learning effectively in a virtual classroom
Intensive and individual guidance from a tutor
ECTS curriculum, syllabus, corrections, hints
Access to helpful services and features
Valuable ECTS credits
Courses begin each month, 3 months of unlimited access

Deutsch-Uni Online
Module Descriptions


